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Physique The´orique, CEA-Saclay, Gif/Yvette Cedex, FranceABSTRACT Amyloid proteins aggregate into polymorphic fibrils that damage tissues of the brain, nerves, and heart. Experi-
mental and computational studies have examined the structural basis and the nucleation of short fibrils, but the ability to predict
and precisely quantify the stability of larger aggregates has remained elusive. We established a complete classification of fibril
shapes and developed a tool called CreateFibril to build such complex, polymorphic, modular structures automatically. We
applied stability landscapes, a technique we developed to reveal reliable fibril structural parameters, to assess fibril stability. Cre-
ateFibril constructed HET-s, Ab, and amylin fibrils up to 17 nm in length, and utilized a novel dipolar solvent model that captured
the effect of dipole-dipole interactions between water and very large molecular systems to assess their aqueous stability. Our
results validate experimental data for HET-s and Ab, and suggest novel (to our knowledge) findings for amylin. In particular, we
predicted the correct structural parameters (rotation angles, packing distances, hydrogen bond lengths, and helical pitches) for
the one and three predominant HET-s protofilaments. We reveal and structurally characterize all known Ab polymorphic fibrils,
including structures recently classified as wrapped fibrils. Finally, we elucidate the predominant amylin fibrils and assert that
native amylin is more stable than its amyloid form. CreateFibril and a database of all stable polymorphic fibril models we tested,
along with their structural energy landscapes, are available at http://amyloid.cs.mcgill.ca.INTRODUCTIONAmyloid proteins are believed to be associated in either
partial causality or complete aggravation with the severity
of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkin-
son’s, Huntington’s, and Type II diabetes (1,2). These mis-
folded proteins form stable aggregates, known as fibrils,
that damage tissues of the brain, nerves, and heart, leading
to symptoms of severe memory loss, deterioration of
cortical neurons, fatigue, muscular rigidity, and depression
(3–8). Apart from their common central cross-b spinal
core (9), fibrils assemble in polymorphic structures and
pack in several orientations, giving rise to different biolog-
ical functions (10,11) and toxicity levels in cells (12,13).
Studies have shown that fibrils are capable of propagating
their specific polymorphisms to daughter fibrils (14,15) to
preserve their destructive potential. Moreover, it has been
hypothesized that proteins of all kinds can self-assemble
into amyloid fibrils under optimal conditions (16). Some
of the best-known fibrils were observed in cryo-transmission
electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) reconstruction of insulin
fibrils (17), TEM analysis of amylin (18), cryo-EM analysis
of HET-s (12), and TEM analysis of Ab (19).
Recent experimental studies were able to describe with
high atomic resolution the molecular structures of HET-s
and Ab fibrils (20,21), but to date, computational modeling
and simulation studies have been limited to analysis of theSubmitted July 12, 2012, and accepted for publication December 10, 2012.
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0006-3495/13/02/0683/11 $2.00nucleation phase, which involves only a few polypeptide
chains (22–24). It follows that our ability to predict and
understand the aggregation process remains limited. More
importantly, although the importance of water for forming
and stabilizing fibrils is widely acknowledged, current simu-
lation frameworks are restricted to implicit solvent models
with limited performance. Computational simulation of
amyloid fibrils is challenged by issues involving both scal-
ability and complexity. The ability to model and precisely
quantify the stability of the molecular structure of polymor-
phic amyloid fibrils is of key importance for understanding
the toxicity potential and the self-propagation mechanisms
of these proteins.
In this work, we used CreateFibril, a computational
framework we developed, to build polymorphic fibrils of
amyloid proteins and explore their stability by means of
stability landscapes. We developed these landscapes to
reveal reliable fibril structural parameters and assist Create-
Fibril in building realistic structures. After the fibrils were
created, their structural stability in water was assessed by
a novel dipolar solvent model that captures the effect of
dipole-dipole interactions and computes the hydration shell
that forms around proteins—an insight that cannot be gained
with implicit solvent models. More specifically, we
expanded the AQUASOL framework (25,26) to compute
the solvation, Coulomb, and van der Waals energies of
molecular systems with up to 36,180 atoms. CreateFibril
explored the architectural landscape of HET-s, Ab, and
amylin proteins, and captured with great accuracy thehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.12.037
684 Smaoui et al.properties of helical pitch, packing distance (PD) for multi-
meric polymorphs, and hydrogen (H)-bond distance on
b-sheets between amyloid monomers as they aggregated.
We predicted correct structural parameters for HET-s fibrils,
revealed and characterized all Ab fibril polymorphs, and
developed a fibril model for the most common amylin poly-
morph. We discovered that native amylin is more stable than
its amyloid form.MATERIALS AND METHODS
We aimed to analyze the stability and dynamics of large polymorphic
amyloid fibrils using force-field calculations. Three-dimensional (3D)
models of these fibril structures were required for analysis, but unfortu-
nately, the current protein databases provide only very short fibril segments
of a few monomers in length. Thus, we designed an automated tool to
bridge this gap and create longer fibril models from amyloid fragments
and simulate the structure of various polymorphic fibrils. The tool resorted
to the computational technique of rigid affine transformations (27) to
construct the fibril models. Fig. S4 in the Supporting Material presents
a flowchart of CreateFibril’s pipeline, as described below.Construction and classification of polymorphic
fibrils
Our automated tool, called CreateFibril, produced an ensemble of stable
polymorphic fibril structures from a monomer amyloid in the Protein
Data Base (PDB) (28). Single fibrils (Fig. 1) were constructed by assem-
bling copies of a monomer amyloid side by side to mimic the oligomeriza-
tion result and elongation of fibrils. This assemblage was stabilized by
alignment of the monomers’ H-bonds and b-sheets that twist around
a helical fibril axis, emulating the natural assembly of amyloids (29).
Higher-order structures (Rings, Stacks and Polygons) included harmonic
combinations of Single fibrils packed in different orientations and dis-
tances. The key to create good structures was to pick parameter valuesBiophysical Journal 104(3) 683–693that build architecturally stable fibrils. Our tool provides the following
parameters to create fibrils:
1. Protein PDB file of an amyloid fragment
2. Fibril class: Ring, Polygon, or Stack
3. Number of filaments and their PD perpendicular to fibril axis
4. Fibril axis location and direction
5. Rotation angle of amyloid monomers along the fibril axis
6. H-bond distance of b-sheets along the fibril axis
7. Length of fibril
The algorithm that builds polymorphic amyloid fibrils performs
numerous translation and rotation affine transformations, and is explained
in detail in the Supporting Material. Although the algorithm may seem
complex, CreateFibril’s interface is built to be user-friendly and intuitive.
Moreover, CreateFibril is currently the only automated tool available for
building fibrils.Energy minimization to filter fibril structures
It is expected that only a specific set of parameter values can create realistic
fibril models. A certain choice of parameter values might assemble mono-
mers too close to one another or too far from one another, whereas another
choice might assemble monomers that rotate abruptly with respect to the
main fibril axis. We were interested in finding parameter values that Crea-
teFibril could use to create stable conformations. We exhaustively built
structures with reasonable distances and angles to search for proper param-
eter values for HET-s, Ab, and amylin. An energy function, ED;q, based on
light energy minimization runs and stability landscape results for each
parameter value guided the search. The parameter values that returned
the most stable structures were returned for each fibril type (n-Polygon,
n-Ring, and n-Stack) and were kept for further analysis by the dipolar water
model.
We performed light energy minimization after a structure was created,
for two reasons. First, we performed minimization to relieve the system
from any clashes that might have occurred during the fibril elongation
process due to our rigid placement of monomers. Second, we used the mini-
mization data to gather stability information about the structure. ThroughFIGURE 1 Classification of the polymorphic
fibril structures produced by CreateFibril. Ring
fibrils pack and join at turns, Polygon fibrils join
to create a polygon-shaped core, and Stack fibrils
pack laterally.
Polymorphic Amyloid Fibrils 685minimization, we calculated the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential and Coulomb
forces of the structure before, during, and after minimization, and used
them to construct stability landscapes and assess the quality of the param-
eter values with which we started. Structures that drifted significantly from
their initial configuration and contained high LJ and Coulomb energies
were not believed to live in local minima, and hence the initial choice of
parameter values did not produce stable conformations.
To perform energy minimization and potential calculations, we used the
GROMACS (30) molecular dynamics (MD) and energy minimization
package with the following parameters: CHARMM force field and the
SPC model (31), and a TIP3P box (46,47) with a minimum distance of
15 A˚ from any edge of the box to any amyloid atom. The box was kept
empty of water, and simulations were performed in a vacuum for two
reasons. First, water molecules tend to restrict significant conformational
changes of unstable fibrils; they added noise to our calculations by stabi-
lizing all systems. Second, minimization to pinpoint the unstable structures
was achieved orders of magnitude faster without explicit water molecules in
the simulation box. Because we were not interested in a full MD run, water
was not of utmost importance here. The systems were energy minimized for
1000 steepest gradient descent steps with an energy step of 0.01. Long-
range electrostatic interactions were calculated using particle mesh Ewald
with a cutoff of 1.0 A˚ for all simulations (32,33).Dipolar water model
At this stage, we had parameter values that structurally encoded an
ensemble of the most stable fibril structures of each type of Polygon,
Ring, and Stack class. To determine the most stable polymorphs likely to
form in nature, we needed to assess the stability of these structures and
compare them in water. The main challenge in estimating the energy of
large polymers was calculating of the solvation energy, i.e., the energy asso-
ciated with the formation of a structure in water. For this, we extended the
development of a fast and detailed dipolar water model introduced by
AQUASOL (25,26), the first tool to succeed in computing the solvation
free energy of molecules by solving the dipolar nonlinear Poisson-Boltz-
mann-Langevin equation. Our model took into account dipole-dipole inter-
actions and treated water explicitly to accurately calculate the solvation
energy and the Coulomb and van der Waals forces of our fibrils, as shown
in Eq. 1. CreateFibril used the result of adding these terms as a measure to
assess the total stability of the fibrils it created. The lower the sum of these
three values, the more stable is the fibril. Our method was orders of magni-
tude faster than full MD simulations.
Once a solution was found by AQUASOL, the free energy of the system
was computed a posteriori. Nevertheless, a problem inherent to all grid
approaches is the emergence of an artifactual term in the energy, the so-
called grid energy. To correct for this term and get the true free energy
FE, one needs to compute the free energy of the system with the solvent
concentration defined at a given value Fðp0 ;CdipÞ and subtract the free energy
of the system with the solvent concentration set to zero Fð0;0Þ. This leads to
minimization of the artifactual term but also takes out the Coulomb energy
of the solute, which needs to be brought back afterward. Finally, one must
subtract the solvent energy term Nwmw, which is linear with the number of
water molecules within the grid and can also be computed analytically. If
one is interested in the solvation free energy Fsolv, then the Coulomb energy
must not be brought back.
The results we obtained allowed us to compare the stabilities of the best
structures across all polymorphic types we designed. In particular, we
compared the solvation energies and the total energies of all polymorphs
at different fibril lengths to analyze the stability behavior of the
polymorphs.
FE ¼ Fsolv þ Fcoulomb14 þ Fvdw þ Fbnd (1)
whereFsolv ¼ Fðp0;CdipÞ  Fð0;0Þ  Nwmw
Fbnd ¼ Fbond þ Fangle þ Fdihed þ Fimp
mw ¼ kBT
ln

1 NACdipa3

NACdipa3
Nw ¼
R
solvent
drrdipðrÞ
The atomic charges and radii were assigned with PDB2PQR using the
CHARMM force field at neutral pH. Optimization of H-bonding was per-
formed. The following parameters were used in AQUASOL: grid of 257
points per edge spaced by 1 A˚; temperature 300 K, surface definition,
solvent-accessible surface (Rprobe ¼ 1.4 A˚); trilinear interpolation protocol
for projection of fixed charges on the grid; lattice grid size for the solvent,
a¼ 2.8 A˚; solvent made of dipoles of moment p0 ¼ 3.00D at a concentration
ofCdip¼ 55M; no salt added to the solution; electrostatic potential set at zero
at the boundaries; and stopping criteria for residual, 1:106 (when possible).
It is important to note that the solvent and small ions are correctly treated
in all of our calculations, as far as enthalpy and entropy are concerned.
Because we use frozen models for proteins, two scenarios arise: First, if
the protein is very well structured, we neglect the small contribution of
vibrational entropy. Second, if the protein has unstructured parts, such as
loops, we neglect the conformational entropy of these unstructured parts.
However, as far as we know, there is no rigorous way to take conformational
entropy into account other than by performing long MD simulations and
thermodynamic integrations, which is a hopeless approach for the problem
we are interested in here. Therefore, we check to ensure that the monomers
under study are well structured, with minimal unstructured parts.Implicit water model
The second method we used to assess the stability of the polymorphs is
based on an implicit model of water molecules in solution. We used the
fast adaptive multigrid boundary element (FAMBE)-pH tool (34) to calcu-
late the solvation energy and enthalpy of our structures. FAMBE-pH solves
the Poisson equation with an optimized FAMBE method that implicitly
models water.
The energy values returned by the implicit model and our explicit model
naturally differed in magnitude. The explicit model returned solvation
energy values much higher than the implicit model because it considered
dipole-dipole and atomic interactions with explicit water molecules in its
calculations. Because the water volume was kept relatively constant in all
of the explicit simulations, we were able to compare the energies among
different fibrils modeled explicitly, and compare their trends with the
implicit simulations.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Amyloid fibrils are known to grow by monomer addition
(29). Monomers aggregating at fibril ends usually create
a helical structure of a single fibril filament, but are capable
of creating higher-order fibrils composed of multiple single
filaments packed closely by H-bond interactions on
b-sheets. These higher-order fibrils can be composed of
two, three, or even more filaments (n-filaments). While
designing the different possible geometric forms into which
an n-filament fibril can assemble, we observed three main
configurations that characterize the possible interactions of
fibril filaments. We classify these various shapes in the cate-
gories of: Rings, Polygons, and Stacks: Ring fibrils consistBiophysical Journal 104(3) 683–693
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creating a hollow ring shape in the main axis of a fibril.
Polygon fibrils consist of filaments that pack together at
their b-strands, creating a hollow n-Polygon shape through
the main axis of a fibril. Finally, Stack fibrils are comprised
of filaments that pack together at their b-strands and pack
laterally, creating planar fibril sheets. All of these kinds of
fibrils have been recorded experimentally throughout the
years, but a formal classification for fibrils has never been
formalized. We will use this nomenclature throughout this
work to discuss the various polymorphic fibrils we observed.
A visual representation of this proposed novel classification
is provided in Fig. 1. In the following section, we describe
the polymorphic preferences predicted by CreateFibril.Stability landscape
We developed a tool called CreateFibril (see Materials and
Methods) to build energetically stable fibrils out of single
experimentally validated amyloid monomers. We were
interested in obtaining structural values of distances and
rotations that characterize the architecture of stable fibrils.
These structural values constitute the numerous fibril
degrees of freedom and are given as input parameter values
to our tool to assemble monomers together and construct
stable conformations (see Fig. 2 for an illustration of these
parameters). CreateFibril seeks to find suitable parameters
that characterize stable structures (i.e., structures that will
not diverge during MD simulations).FIGURE 2 Different parameters used by CreateFibril to build structures.
The parameters drawn are the fibril axis location and direction, rotation
angle of amyloid monomers along the fibril axis, H-bond distance of
b-sheets along the fibril axis, and PD of filaments perpendicular to the fibril
axis. Parameters not drawn include the protein PDB structure file, fibril
class type, and length of fibril.
Biophysical Journal 104(3) 683–693One brute-force approach to find suitable parameter
values is to run MD simulations on a starting configuration,
attempt to remove any atomic clashes, minimize the energy
of the structure, and reshape the fibril into a more stable
conformation. However, such simulations are computation-
ally expensive in resources and time, are prone to numerical
imprecision, and do not guarantee a final stable conforma-
tion. For this reason, we introduce a new, to our knowledge,
strategy that searches for suitable parameter values by gener-
ating fibril stability landscapes. Starting with an accurate
crystal or NMR amyloid monomer, we first define a range
of naturally possible values for the various fibril degrees of
freedom characterized by rotation angles, PDs, and b-strand
proximities, as shown in Fig. 2. Second, CreateFibril utilizes
this range of values to construct all possible fibril structures
using rigid affine transformations (see Supporting Material).
Third, we perform light runs of energy minimization (a few
hundred steps) on each generated structure to assess its
initial stability sensitivity by calculating any enthalpy drift
between the final and initial conformations. This step creates
the fibril stability landscape by exhausting all suitable
parameter values. We then search the landscape for values
that construct the most stable initial conformation. These
parameter values result in structures with the lowest
enthalpy drift and lowest initial LJ and Coulomb terms.
Structures with low enthalpy drifts suggest stable conforma-
tions (local minima on the structural energy landscape of
fibrils), and structures with high-energy drifts suggest
parameters that produce unstable conformations. We applied
this approach to explore the structures of HET-s, Ab, and
amylin fibrils by exhaustively searching the fibril degrees
of freedom for values that produce maximum stability.
Parameter mining of the three proteins are summarized in
Table 1. Fig. 3 provides an enthalpy drift plot describing
the rotation angle versus b-strand distance landscape for
the Single HET-s fibril and PD for the 3-Polygon HET-s.HET-s
HET-s (PDB ID: 2RNM) is a fungal prion that is involved in
the programmed cell death of the filamentous fungus Podo-
spora anserina. HET-s fibrils have been studied extensively
due to the availability of their high-resolution atomic struc-
tures (20). CreateFibril explored the stability landscape of
HET-s and simulated an ensemble of polymorphic fibril
models that confirm the structural properties observed in
experimental data.
Capturing 3-ring and Single HET-s fibril structures
We modeled seven different HET-s fibrils up to 80 nm in
length. To our knowledge, this large-scale modeling of
fibrils is the first of its kind to provide models on the scale
of structures observed experimentally (5–10 nm). The
enthalpy drift calculations shown in Fig. 3 suggest that
TABLE 1 Predicted structural parameters for HET-s, Ab, and amylin fibrils produced by CreateFibril
Type
Rotation angle
(degrees)
H-bond
(A˚)
Packing distance
(A˚)
Max-length
model (A˚)
Helical pitch 360 (A˚)
Experimentally
observedmodel literature
HET-s Single 22 4.7 NA 800 402 410 yes (12)
2-Stack 16 4.7 8 406 656 - -
2-Ring 27 4.7 3 412 451 - -
3-Ring 17 4.7 7 238 668 1005–1083 yes (12)
4-Ring 14 4.7 8 199 738 - -
3-Polygon 16 4.7 9 290 637 - -
4-Polygon 13 4.7 16 203 773 - -
Ab Single 6 4.7 NA 694 925 - -
2-Stack 4 4.7 9 373 1268 1140–1760 yes (10)
2-Ring 4 4.7 7 379 1390 1620–2980 yes (10)
3-Ring 4 4.7 7 248 1334 - -
4-Ring 4 4.7 9 183 1236 - -
3-Polygon 2 4.7 16 240 2748 2000–2800 yes (21)
4-Polygon 3 4.7 21 179 1684 - -
Amylin Single 8 5 NA 789 664 242–833 yesa (45)
2-Stack 9 5 3 396 591 - yesb (43,44)
2-StackE - - - 244 - 486 yesb (43)
2-Ring 8 5 5 419 624 - yesb (42)
3-Ring 7 5 8 269 870 - yesb (18)
4-Ring 3 5 12 195 1090 - yesb (18)
3-Polygon 6 5 16 262 998 - yesb (18)
4-Polygon 4 5 28 190 1324 - yesb (18)
Note that the parameters produce structures with helical pitches very similar to those seen in fibrils in nature; hence, the H-bond lengths, angles, and packing
distances are accurate predictions. Highlighted rows are the polymorphs that CreateFibril predicted to form in the greatest abundance and possessed the
lowest total energies.
aA Single fibril model was built out of partial EPR distance measurements.
bIt is ambiguous as to whether the Ring or Stack structures actually formed.
Polymorphic Amyloid Fibrils 687a left-handed swirling orientation of the HET-s amyloids
around their fibril axis is more favorable than a right-handed
twist. The Single and 3-Ring structures are well known in
the literature as the predominant forms of HET-s (12). The
Single fibrils come together and pack to form 3-Ring
structures at pH values < 3. From CreateFibril’s structural
findings for HET-s in Table 1, we verify that the HET-s
Single fibril helical pitch of 410 A˚, b-sheet aggregation of
4.8 A˚, and left-handed twist of the fibril reported by Mizuno
et al. (12) all fall in the range of the most energetically
favorable structural parameters of HET-s. Furthermore, the
3-Ring structures form with a packing radius of 7 A˚ and an
axial repeat of 66.8 nm. Due to the large size of the HET-s
protein and the many steric clashes that form during aggre-
gation, it was expensive to run full EM to relax the fibrils
in preparation for calculating the total energies of the
different polymorphs by our dipolar solvent model—a task
not intended for the purposes of this fast method. Fig. 4,
a and b, show the predominant HET-s fibrils in nature. The
Single fibril hides the hydrophobic regions in its core,
whereas the 3-Ring fibril uses the branching residues of
each fibril filament to further cover hydrophobic areas.Ab
b-amyloid peptide (Ab), which is found in excess in patients
with Alzheimer’s disease, is believed to lead to neurodegen-eration in humans (35). This protein aggregates into various
fibril shapes that form neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary
tangles (36–38). Ab molecules are known to form into the
3-Polygon (21), 2-Stack, and 2-Ring polymorphic shapes
(10,39). CreateFibril structurally characterized Ab’s poly-
morphic fibrils and computationally assessed their stability
in solution.
CreateFibril matched the helical pitches of Ab polymorphs in
nature
Using rigid affine transformations and enthalpy drift
measurements, CreateFibril built several potential poly-
morphs for Ab. In Table 1, we report the best structures
along with their structural parameters. The helical pitches
of the fibrils we modeled are in line with those reported in
the literature (10). Although the structure of Ab (PDB ID:
2BEG) was missing residues 1–16, CreateFibril was still
able to choose the right rotation angles, q; fibril PDs; and
b-sheet aggregation distances, d, for all polymorphs to
reproduce the structures that have been observed in nature
(see Table 1).
2-Stack, 3-Polygon, and Single Ab polymorphs predicted
to form
Fig. 5 a describes the effect of water solvent on the
aggregation of the Ab polymorphs modeled with our dipolar
water formalism. Up to a length of 27 monomers, waterBiophysical Journal 104(3) 683–693
FIGURE 3 HET-s Single fibril parameter findings. (a) Heatmap representation of the stability landscape of Single HET-s structures, exploring the rotational
angle q (y axis) and b-sheet bonding distance d (x axis). Green circles indicate stable structures with low enthalpy drift, red circles indicate unstable structures
with high enthalpy drift, and black circles are intermediately stable structures. (b) Single HET-s fibril built by CreateFibril with the values of q¼ 22 and d¼
4.7 A˚ taken from the best result in panel a enclosed by the red square. (c) Stability landscape of the PD of HET-s 3-Polygon. Energy values are in kJ/mol.
688 Smaoui et al.favors the formation of the Single Ab fibril. At a length of
27 monomers, the 2-Stack and 3-Polygon polymorphs start
to outperform the Single in aggregation. This could be ex-
plained by the packing of Single fibrils to produce 2-StackBiophysical Journal 104(3) 683–693and 3-Polygon structures. In Fig. 5 b, the energies of all
polymorphs grow negatively, implying favorable aggre-
gation with regard to solvation and enthalpy. At a length
of ~32 monomers, the figure suggests that the 2-StackFIGURE 4 Cross-sectional view of the hydra-
tion-shell effect on the hydrophobicity of the
predominant HET-s, Ab, and amylin fibrils
produced by AQUASOL. Blue regions represent
hydrophilic residues and red regions represent
hydrophobic residues. (a and b) HET-s Single
fibrils possess a hydrophobic core around which
they aggregate (a), and the branching residues of
the Single fibrils help hide hydrophobic residues
of their neighboring fibril when packed in the
3-Ring structure (b). (d and e) Ab 2-Stack and
3-Polygon fibrils aggregate, creating a hydrophobic
core. (f and g) The native amylin contains many
hydrophobic residues (f) but possesses a lower
energy than its amyloid counterpart (g). (h) To
hide their hydrophobic residues, amylin amyloids
aggregate in the 2-Stack polymorph.
FIGURE 5 Energies of Ab and amylin fibrils as they aggregate. (a and c) Solvation energy by dipolar solvent. (b and d) Free energy by dipolar solvent.
Polymorphic Amyloid Fibrils 689structure is the most stable polymorph in the set, followed
by the 3-Polygon and the Single fibrils, all of which have
been observed experimentally. Fig. 4, c–e, shows the effect
of the hydration shell on the monomers that make up these
fibrils, and how aggregation attempts to hide hydrophobic
regions. Fig. S1, a and b, present the results of the implicit
water model in calculating solvation energy and total free
energy of Ab polymorphs. This model proposes the emer-
gence of the 4-Polygon and 4-Ring fibrils, which were never
experimentally observed.
CreateFibril characterizes the stability landscape of wrapped
Ab fibrils, and wrapped structures can further stabilize
2-Stack fibrils
Stroud et al. (39) used x-ray powder diffraction to observe
that some Ab fibrils are likely composed of laterally associ-
ated fibril filaments that twist around internal helical axes.
These internal axes wrap around a common superhelical
axis in a geometry that the authors termed wrapping.
When a filament is wrapped around a helical axis in this
manner, it obtains a twist that is in phase with the fibril helix.
Stroud et al. showed that higher crossing angles are relatedto greater curvature and increasingly large holes in fibrils,
suggesting that Ab fibril toxicity may be related to their
potential for forming pores. In Fig. 6 c, we show a stability
landscape plot for Ab wrapped fibrils with crossing angles
between 0 and 88 and rotation angles (with respect to
the main fibril axis) between 13 and 13. The wrapped
structures we modeled did not contain runaway domain
swapping. Two stable wrapped structures suggested by the
stability landscape had crossing angles of 8 and 59 and
rotation angles of 3 and 11, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 6 d, the first wrapped structure obtained a more
stable conformation than the 2-Stack model, validating
that some 2-Stack Ab fibrils are indeed wrapped. Fig. S2
expands the stability landscape results by showing the
enthalpy energies obtained before and after minimization
runs.Amylin
Deposits of islet amyloid polypeptide (amylin) in the
pancreas are toxic and believed to be a contributing factorBiophysical Journal 104(3) 683–693
FIGURE 6 Ab wrapped fibrils. (a and b) Cross-
sectional top view (a) and side view (b) of the
wrapped Ab fibril. (c) Heatmap representation of
the stability landscape of Ab wrapped fibrils char-
acterized by rotational angle q (y axis) and crossing
angle u (x axis). Green circles indicate stable struc-
tures with low energy, red circles indicate unstable
structures with high energy, and black circles are
intermediately stable structures. Energy values
are in kJ/mol. (d) The 2-StackWrap_A structure
with a crossing angle of 8 and rotation angle of
3 is more stable than a nonwrapped 2-Stack
structure. 2-StackWrap_B has a crossing angle of
59 and rotation angle of 11.
690 Smaoui et al.to Type II diabetes (40,41). Amylin fibrils were successfully
polymerized in vitro and showed a diverse ensemble of
polymorphic shapes (18,42). To reconstruct the polymorphs
computationally, CreateFibril required the atomic structure
of the amyloid form of amylin. Unfortunately, to date, no
one has been able to crystallize full-length human amylin.
Instead, many models for the monomeric form of amyloid
amylin have been proposed, and among the most prominent
structures are ones proposed by Wiltzius et al. (43), LucaBiophysical Journal 104(3) 683–693et al. (44), and Bedrood et al. (45). In 2007, Luca et al.
(44) proposed a full atomic model of a single striated ribbon
amylin polymorph based on constraints from solid-state
NMR, which opened the door for further amylin experi-
mental model development. Interestingly, we have observed
that the amylin structures proposed by Bedrood et al. (45)
resemble the wrapped Ab fibrils containing swapping
runaway domains recently discovered by Stroud et al.
(39). Although the model of Bedrood et al. gives new insight
Polymorphic Amyloid Fibrils 691into a possibly novel amylin conformation depicted by EPR
distance measurements, they built the model by only consid-
ering a single stack of peptides and ignored additional
restrictions that would rise from the packing of multiple
fibril filaments around each other. Hence, the model pre-
sented by Bedrood et al. may represent a special form an
amylin monomer can take, and not the predominant confor-
mation. The final prominent atomic model of amylin
proposed by Wiltzius et al. (43) was built using biochemical
and structural data along with the fibril NNFGAIL and
SSTNVG crystallized regions of amylin to formulate a
structure with atomistic details for the protein in the form
of a 2-Stack structure. It is crucial to start CreateFibril
with a very realistic amyloid monomer, because this is the
basis for determining polymorphic shapes and predicting
accurate likelihoods of formation. Perturbations at the
monomer level can alter the fibril pitch and PDs, which
might introduce artifacts when calculating likelihoods of
formation. It is important to start with an amyloid crystal
structure, when possible, or a precise model that is not
very different from the actual amyloid (root mean-square
deviation (RMSD)z 2 A˚; see Fig. S3 for convergence anal-
ysis). An RMSD difference of 2 A˚ is quite large for small
monomers such as Ab and amylin. MD simulations and
minimization techniques should be used to improve the
model quality when necessary. It is our understanding that
the Wiltzius model is the best model in the literature
regarding amylin in its monomeric amyloid form, and we
refer to it as 2-StackE in Fig. 5 and Table 1. We extracted
one amylin protein from this fibril model and used it as
a starting template to build the other polymorphic fibrils.
Having verified that our approach generated valid structural
results for Ab and HET-s, and valid solvation results for Ab,
we endeavored to gain insight into amylin polymorphs.
2-Stack and Single amylin polymorphs have the lowest total
energies
Fig. 5 d graphs the total energy of the amylin polymorphs
and suggests that amylin Single and 2-Stack polymorphs
compete in solution. The Single structure dominates in
lowest total energy until a 35 amyloid fibril is reached, after
which the 2-Stack polymorph becomes more abundant.
This figure also shows that the other polymorphs cluster
together and are higher in energy. Assuming that the model
we started with is the actual model of amylin in amyloid
form, we can suggest that the 2-Ring, 3-Ring, 3-Polygon,
4-Ring, and 4-Polygon structures are unlikely to form.
Although Fig. 5 c suggests that solvation generally prefers
the emergence of the Single structure in solution over the
2-Stack structure, the total stability and dominance of
structure is determined by a combination of enthalpy and
solvation. The dipolar water model in Fig. 5 d suggests
that a 2-Stack structure (43,44) should exist in greater
abundance and possess the greatest stability among poly-
morphs. Because Single fibrils initially are more energeti-cally favorable than the 2-Stack structure and may
contribute to its emergence, we propose that finding a way
to limit the aggregation of the Single polymorph could
greatly diminish all the fibrils that form in solution. This
would be of critical importance in the search for therapeu-
tics to combat the growth of amylin fibrils in the b-cells
of the pancreas (41). Fig. 4, f–h, show the effects of the
hydration shell on the hydrophobicity of amylin when
aggregated in the Single and 2-Stack fibril form and
when left in the native form. We observe that the 2-Stack
model structure hides most hydrophobic regions, which
may be one explanation for its abundance in solution. The
implicit water model shown in Fig. S1 c suggests that the
2-Stack amylin structures are high in energy and are not
likely to exist for a long period of time. This result contra-
dicts the experimental findings of Goldsbury et al. (18,42),
which suggested that two-polymorph amylin structures are
dominant in vitro. However, the dipolar water model
confirms these findings and furthermore suggests that the
dominant two-polymorph fibrils would take on a 2-Stack
conformation, and any emerging three-polymorph fibril
would take on a 3-Polygon conformation similar to that
of Ab.
Native amylin is predicted to be lowest in energy
It has been unclear whether amyloid monomers form
because they are lower in energy than their native counter-
parts or because their aggregation produces lower-energy
structures compared with an accumulation of unbound
native proteins. Using our dipolar solvent model, we found
that the total energy of one amylin monomer in native form
(PDB ID: 2KB8) was 6504.7 kcal/mol and the total energy
of one amylin monomer in amyloid form was 6660.7 kcal/
mol. Assuming we started with an accurate amylin model,
this result reveals that the native form of amylin is initially
favored in nature over the amyloid form. As amyloids find
each other and aggregate, the energy of an aggregate struc-
ture of k monomers becomes lower than the energy of k
native molecules floating in solution for all k>2. This could
explain the rapid aggregation phenomenon observed in
amylin fibrils.Online tool and fibril database
In this work, we have shown how to build amyloid fibrils
with various geometries by using rigid affine transforma-
tions, starting from the amyloid structure of a single prion
form of the protein. We computed the free energy of these
structures in water by adding together the LJ, Coulomb,
and solvation energies. The latter is a crucial component
in the stability of fibrils and was computed with the use of
the AQUASOL program, which yields free energies in
good agreement with those computed from long runs of
MD. These computed free energies in turn allowed us toBiophysical Journal 104(3) 683–693
692 Smaoui et al.assess the stability of the various proposed structures and to
classify their abundance in amyloid solutions. Our results
are in very good agreement with current experimental find-
ings, and in some cases predict the existence of stable forms
of aggregates that have not yet been observed. Table 1
summarizes the stability landscape exploration parameters
used by CreateFibril to build the most stable fibril structures
for HET-s, Ab, and amylin proteins. All of the polymorphic
fibril structures generated here are available in an open data-
base at http://amyloid.cs.mcgill.ca, and CreateFibril is
provided as a free online application on the same site.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting information and further analysis are available at http://www.
biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(12)05153-3.
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